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Abstract

Nares Strait is the long and narrow strait bounded by steep topography that connects the Arctic Ocean’s Lincoln Sea to the

North Atlantic’s Baffin Bay. The winds that blow along the strait play an important role in modulating ice and water exports

from the Arctic Ocean as well as in helping to establish the Arctic’s largest and most productive polynya that forms at its

southern terminus. However, its remote location has limited our knowledge of the winds along the strait. Here we use weather

station data from the region as well as 3 numerical models with horizontal resolutions that vary from ˜30km to ˜2.5 km to

characterize the wind field in the vicinity of the strait. The strait has a width that varies from ˜40km to ˜100 km and as such

the wind field is typically ageostrophic and controlled by the pressure gradient in the along-strait direction. We show that

model resolution plays a role in the representation of both the mean and extreme winds along the strait through the ability

to represent this ageostrophic flow. Higher windspeeds occur in the vicinity of Smith Sound and are the result of a left-hand

corner jet. Kane Basin, the widest section of the strait, is characterized by a pronounced zonal windspeed gradient that is the

result of the steep topography of the upstream Washington Land peninsula.
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Key Points: 10 

• The winds along Nares Strait play an important role in Arctic sea ice export as well as in 11 
the formation of the North Water Polynya. 12 

• The strait is narrow with steep topography on either side and as a result, the ageostrophic 13 
processes play an role its wind climate. 14 

• Model resolution plays a role in the representation of the ageostrophic mean and extreme 15 
winds along the strait. 16 

  17 
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Abstract 18 

Nares Strait is the long and narrow strait bounded by steep topography that connects the Arctic 19 
Ocean’s Lincoln Sea to the North Atlantic’s Baffin Bay. The winds that blow along the strait play 20 
an important role in modulating ice and water exports from the Arctic Ocean  as well as in helping 21 
to establish the Arctic’s largest and most productive polynya that forms at its southern terminus.  22 
However, its remote location has limited our knowledge of the winds along the strait.  Here we 23 
use weather station data from the region as well as 3 numerical models with horizontal resolutions 24 
that vary from ~30km to ~2.5 km to characterize the wind field in the vicinity of the strait.  The 25 
strait has a width that varies from ~40km to ~100 km and as such the wind field is typically 26 
ageostrophic and controlled by the pressure gradient in the along-strait direction. We show that 27 
model resolution plays a role in the representation of both the mean and extreme winds along the 28 
strait through the ability to represent this ageostrophic flow.    Higher windspeeds occur in the 29 
vicinity of Smith Sound and are the result of a left-hand corner jet.  Kane Basin, the widest section 30 
of the strait, is characterized by a pronounced zonal windspeed gradient that is the result of the 31 
steep topography of the upstream Washington Land peninsula.  32 

1 Introduction 33 

1.1 The Role of Nares Strait in the Climate System 34 

Situated between Greenland and Ellesmere Island, Nares Strait is the ~600km long and ~40-100km 35 
wide waterway that connects the Lincoln Sea to northern Baffin Bay (Figure 1). The strait is 36 
bounded by high topography on both the Greenland and Ellesmere Island sides. The Last Ice Area, 37 
that contains the Arctic’s oldest and thickest sea ice, is situated to the north of Nares Strait (Moore 38 
et al., 2019).  Nares Strait is an important pathway for the export of this important ice class out of 39 
the Arctic (Kwok et al., 2010). The wind field along Nares Strait with its preference for northly 40 
flow (Samelson et al., 2006) results in southward ice transport along the strait (Kwok et al., 2010; 41 
Moore et al., 2021).   There is however evidence of periods where there is a reversal in ice motion 42 
with transport towards the north (Nutt, 1966; Kwok et al., 2010; Moore et al., 2021). There is also 43 
evidence of an increase in the ice export along Nares Strait over the past 20 years (Moore et al., 44 
2021).  45 

Ice arches that form most winters along the strait, at either its northern or southern end, can result 46 
in the cessation of this ice transport for months at a time (Kwok et al., 2010; Moore et al., 2021).   47 
There have been two recent winters, 2006/2007 and 2018/2019, when no arches formed along the 48 
strait (Kwok et al., 2010; Moore et al., 2021). In addition, there has been a reduction in the duration 49 
of ice arch formation since the late 1990s (Moore et al., 2021).  The presence of these arches also 50 
contributes to the largest and most productive polynya in the Arctic, the North Water (NOW) that 51 
forms at the southern end of Nares Strait, in the vicinity of Smith Sound (Ingram et al., 2002).  52 
With an arch present, the northerly flow down Nares Strait, that accelerates in the exit region of 53 
Smith Sound, is able to remove sea ice thus contributing to the maintenance of the open water of 54 
the polynya (Barber et al., 2001).   55 

Nares Strait is also an important pathway for the export of water from the Arctic Ocean to the 56 
North Atlantic Ocean (Jackson et al., 2014).  The freshness of the surface waters of the Arctic 57 
Ocean implies that this export has the potential to impact the freshwater budget of the North 58 
Atlantic (Dickson et al., 1988) as well as  the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation 59 
(Dickson et al., 1996).  The southward transport through Nares Strait also includes intermediate 60 
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waters that originate in both the North Pacific and North Atlantic (Kozo, 1991; Jackson et al., 61 
2014). 62 

1.2 Observations of the Wind in the Vicinity of Nares Strait  63 

Nares Strait is a remote location and as a result, there is still considerable uncertainty regarding 64 
the characteristics of the wind field in its vicinity.  This uncertainty limits our ability to fully 65 
understand the role that winds along the strait play in ice and water export and in the formation of 66 
the NOW as well as the wind’s role in the changes that are occurring in the region.  Expeditions 67 
to the region during the late 19th century provide valuable information on the wind field that 68 
supplement  modern observations. 69 

Hayes (1867) overwintered at Cape Foulkes on the eastern side of Smith Sound (Figure 2) from 70 
September 1860 to July 1861.  Bihourly meteorological measurements were made throughout the 71 
period including pressure and wind observations.  A prevalence of northerly flow through Smith 72 
Sound was noted with a mean windspeed of approximately 9 ms-1.  Southerly flow was also noted 73 
although the windspeeds were typically lower.  There were 25 storms, defined by windspeeds in 74 
excess of 22 ms-1, during the 11 month stay with 19 of these events characterized by northerly 75 
flow.  Several of the storms characterized by northerly flow were associated with pressure drops 76 
on the order of 13 mb.  Steffen (1985) collected wind observations from Cape Sabine on the 77 
western side of Smith Sound from November  1974 to March 1976. While the mean windspeed 78 
was 8.7 ms-1 from the north, there were 14 events where the windspeed exceeded 20 ms-1 with the 79 
highest recorded windspeed being in excess of 40 ms-1. 80 

The United States North Polar Expedition’s ship was trapped in ice at an exposed site in Hall Basin 81 
(Figure 2) during the winter of 1871/1872 (Bessels, 1876). The science party regularly observed 82 
windspeeds in excess of 20 ms-1 with a preference for northly flow. On storm in November 1871 83 
was so severe that it was not possible to reach the anemometer during the most intense phase of 84 
the storm. The storm lasted for over 80 hours and the air temperature during the event fell from 85 
+1oC to -18oC, suggesting a reversal in wind direction from south to north. The winds were so 86 
strong that sea ice in Hall Basin and Robeson Channel was mobile (Bessels, 1876).   In the vicinity 87 
of Robeson Channel (Figure 2), meteorological observations were made at Fort Conger from 88 
August 1881 to August 1883 during the First International Polar Year (Greely, 1888).  The 89 
observations indicated the preference for bidirectional wind flow along Robeson Channel. There 90 
were numerous events where the windspeeds were in excess of 15 ms-1 (Greely, 1888). 91 

An automatic weather station has been located on Hans Island, in the center of Kennedy Channel 92 
(Figure 2), since 2008 (Wilkinson et al., 2009) with data currently available from 2016-2019 93 
(Moore, 2021).  The observations indicate the flow is along the channel from either the north, the 94 
preferred direction, or from the south (Moore, 2021).  Winds, with either direction, in excess of 30 95 
ms-1 were observed.  In agreement with earlier work (Samelson et al., 2006), northerly flow at 96 
Hans Island was associated with higher sea-level pressures over the Lincoln Sea as compared to 97 
northern Baffin Bay with the opposite being the case for southerly flow (Moore, 2021).  Moore 98 
(2021) also noted that the winds at Hans Island were representative of the variability in the winds 99 
along much of Nares Strait.  100 

The steep topography along the margins of the Greenland Ice Sheet (GrIS) can also lead to high 101 
winds resulting from katabatic flow  (van As et al., 2015). These winds have been most extensively 102 
studied in southeast Greenland where the channeling of the katabatic flow through narrow fiords 103 
can lead to severe wind events known as Piteraqs  (Oltmanns et al., 2014; Moore et al., 2016). The 104 
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GrIS also abuts Nares Strait (Figure 2) but there are few observations of wind events in the region. 105 
An exception is Thule (Fig 2) that has a long meteorological record associated with the airport 106 
operated by the United States Air Force.  The record indicates that the site is one where high winds 107 
are common (Stansfield, 1972).  A particularly intense event in March 1972 was associated with 108 
sustained winds from the southeast in excess of 30ms-1 and gusts in excess of 90 ms-1 (Stansfield, 109 
1972). There is evidence that the event was the result of synoptic-scale flow interacting with steep 110 
local topography (Moore, 2016; Tollinger et al., 2019).  The Petermann Glacier is a marine 111 
terminating glacier that flows into Hall Basin (Fig 2).  It is a major outlet glacier and is estimated 112 
to drain approximately 6% of the GRiS (Falkner et al., 2011)  It has a large floating ice tongue and 113 
winds that blow along the fiord may play a role in calving events (Falkner et al., 2011). 114 

1.3 Representation of Winds in the Vicinity of Nares Strait in Numerical Models 115 

The limited observations in the region indicate that Nares Strait is a region that is characterized by 116 
high winds. Indeed,  Gutjahr and Heinnemann (2018) using a regional climate model identified 117 
Nares Strait, with 95th percentile 10 m windspeeds of 23 ms-1, as one of the regions in the Arctic 118 
with the highest extreme winds. One of the reasons for these high winds is the channeling of the 119 
wind along the strait that is the result of the steep topography on both the Greenland and Ellesmere 120 
Island sides.  This channeling is enhanced by the  common occurrence of low-level temperature 121 
inversions in the region that serve to inhibit vertical motion (Kozo, 1991).  122 

The narrowness of the strait and the steep topography along its sides requires high spatial 123 
resolution to represent it. Figure 2 shows the topography of the region as represented in the 124 
GEBCO digital elevation model (horizontal resolution ~0.5km), the ERA5 (horizontal resolution 125 
of ~30km), the ECOA (horizontal resolution ~9km) and the CARRA (horizontal resolution 126 
2.5km). Please refer to the Data Section for additional information on the models used in this 127 
figure. As can be clearly seen, only the GEBCO and CARRA are able to capture the topography 128 
in the region including Nares Strait as a waterway connecting the Lincoln Sea to northern Baffin 129 
Bay.  Both the ERA5 and the ECOA have difficulty representing the narrowest sections of the 130 
strait, Robeson and Kennedy Channels.  The ECOA is able to represent some aspects of Kane 131 
Basin and Smith Sound.  132 

In addition, the flow in such a long and narrow channel is typically ageostrophic (Overland, 1984) 133 
and as such, also requires high spatial resolution to represent it. Samelson and Barbour (2008) used 134 
the limited area numerical forecast model Polar MM5 (Bromwich et al., 2001) to generate a 2-year 135 
long climatology of the wind field along Nares Strait.  The resolution of the inner domain was 6 136 
km. The model was able to represent the bidirectional flow along the strait with the higher 137 
windspeeds being from the north.  The model also had higher windspeeds in the narrower sections 138 
of the strait, Smith Sound and Kennedy Channel.    The model was also able to represent the 139 
northerly winds in excess of 25 ms-1  that in April 2005 destroyed  an ice camp established along 140 
the Kennedy Channel (Melling, 2011).   141 

Moore and Våge (2018) compared the ability of 3 different model datasets, with horizontal 142 
resolutions that varied from 75km-9km, that were all based on the European Center for Medium 143 
Range Weather Forecasts’s (ECMWF) Integrated Forecast System (IFS) to represent the air-sea 144 
interaction over the NOW.  They found that increasing the model resolution resulted in an 145 
improvement in the representation of the kinematics of the flow in the vicinity of Smith Sound and 146 
the NOW. The impact of resolution on the thermodynamics and the air-sea heat fluxes was more 147 
nuanced. However, there was a doubling of the mean and a tripling of the extreme turbulent heat 148 
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flux, the sum of the sensible and latent heat fluxes, over the NOW between the lowest and highest 149 
resolution models.  150 

Kohnemann and Heinemann (2021) used the COSMO-CLM limted area climate model with a 151 
horizontal resolution of 15 km to represent the wind field along Nares Strait.  The model was run 152 
for 30 winters from 1987/88 to 2016/2017.  A comparison with observations at 4 sites in the region, 153 
Alert, Kitsissut, Qaanaaq and Thule (Figure 2), indicated root-mean-square errors on the order of 154 
2 ms-1 and correlation coefficients that varied from 0.34 at Qaanaaq to 0.60 at Kitsissut.  The 155 
highest mean windspeeds were found to occur just downstream of Smith Sound with a secondary 156 
maximum along Kennedy Channel.  157 

Moore (2021) used automatic weather station data from Hans Island (Fig 2) located within 158 
Kennedy Channel to examine the impact that model resolution had on the representation of wind 159 
field along Nares Strait.  Three different  model datasets, with resolutions varying from 60km to 160 
9km, that are all based on the ECMWF’s IFS, were used.  The root-mean square error decreased 161 
from 4.6ms-1 for the 60 km version to 4.1 ms-1 for the 30km version and then to 2.2 ms-1 for the 9 162 
km version.  The slope of the  least squares fit of the model data to observations, a measure of the 163 
ability of the model to capture the magnitude of the winds, increased from 0.3 to 0.39 and then 0.8 164 
with increasing model resolution.  The correlation increased from 0.67 to 0.79 and then to 0.87.  165 
In addition, it was only the 9 km version that was able to capture the confinement of the high 166 
windspeeds to Kennedy Channel.  Moore (2021) concluded that a model resolution of at least 9 167 
km was required to represent the variability in the wind field along Nares Strait.  168 

This paper extends previous work in two ways.  First of all, data from 5 weather stations along 169 
Nares Strait (Fig 2) are used to assess the ability of models to represent the mean and extreme 170 
winds in the vicinity of the strait.  In addition, the newly released Copernicus Arctic Regional Re-171 
Analysis (CARRA) with a horizontal resolution of 2.5 km is included in the assessment. 172 

2 Data 173 

2.1 Observational Data 174 

There are 5 weather stations in the region (Figure 2).  Alert, operated by Environment and Climate 175 
Change Canada, is situated on the coast of the Lincoln Sea to the north of Nares Strait (82.5oN, 176 
62.33oW).  Hans Island, operated by the Scottish Association for Marine Sciences, is situated in 177 
the center of Kennedy Channel (80.82oN, 66.46oW).  There are also two Greenlandic stations that 178 
are operated by the Danish Meteorological Institute: Kitsissut (76.63oN, 73oW) and Qaanaaq 179 
(77.48oN, 69.38oW).  The United States Air Force also operates a station at Thule (76.53oN, 180 
68.70oW). Typically data is available hourly but for this study, the data was subsampled to a 6-181 
hourly frequency. The Hans Island data is only available from 2016-2019, with the exception of a 182 
an approximate 3 month period from May-July 2016, when there were intermittent reversals in the 183 
zonal wind component (Moore, 2021).  This period was selected for the other locations as well so 184 
that the number of data points was approximately constant.  185 

2.2 Model Data 186 

In this paper, we will make use of 2 model datasets based on the ECMWF’s IFS. Included is the 187 
new fifth generation reanalysis from the ECMWF or ERA5 with a horizontal resolution of ~30km  188 
and a temporal resolution of one hour (Hersbach et al., 2020) as well as the current version of their 189 
operational analysis or ECOA, with a horizontal resolution of ~9km and a temporal resolution of 190 
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6 hours (Holm et al., 2016). The ERA5 is based on Cycle 41r2 of the IFS. Being an operational 191 
product, the ECOA is based on a number of different cycles of the IFS from Cycle 41r2 up to 192 
Cycle47r1.  The ECOA is available at this resolution from 2016 onwards.  No material changes to 193 
the IFS, that would impact the present study,  occurred over the period under consideration 2016-194 
2019. 195 

In addition, we will use the western domain, that encompasses Greenland, its surrounding seas as 196 
well as northern Ellesmere Island (Figure 1), of the Copernicus Arctic Regional Reanalysis 197 
(CARRA) with a horizontal resolution of 2.5 km and a temporal resolution of 3 hours (Yang, 198 
2020).  The CARRA is based on the non-hydrostatic mesoscale Numerical Weather Prediction 199 
(NWP) system  known as HARMONIE-AROME (Bengtsson et al., 2017) with some modifications 200 
and extensions that are described in Yang (2020). Boundary conditions for CARRA are provided 201 
by the ERA5. 202 

The ERA5 and ECOA have a  common underlying model architecture and as a result contain the 203 
same parameterizations.  The CARRA is a different model with a different data assimilation 204 
system and parameterizations.  In addition the ERA5 and ECOA are hydrostatic, while the 205 
CARRA is non-hydrostatic. As a result, changes in the representation of the wind field between 206 
the models is not solely the result of changes in model resolution.  It was felt that the availability 207 
of the CARRA with its high spatial resolution merited this tradeoff.  A similar  tradeoff has been 208 
used in other studies of topographic flow distortion in the vicinity of Greenland (Bromwich et al., 209 
2015; Moore et al., 2015; Moore et al., 2016; Kohnemann & Heinemann, 2021).  210 

To assess the ability of the models to represent the observed variability in the winds at the five 211 
sites, the 10m wind fields from the models were interpolated to their locations for the period 2016-212 
2019.  The 10m winds will be used as the models represent, to some degree, the topography in the 213 
vicinity of the weather stations.  The exception is Hans Island which is a small isolated island with 214 
a height of approximately 170 m above sea-level.  None of the models resolve the island and hence 215 
the 10m winds are biased low (Moore, 2021).  For this reason, we will also compare the 100m 216 
winds at the Hans Island site. 217 

The representation of the mean and extreme winds along the strait, we will also consider the period 218 
2016-2019 so as to allow for inclusion of the ECOA in the comparison.  The CARRA and ERA5 219 
are both available for longer periods of time.  It was found that the longer periods produced results 220 
consistent with the 2016-2019 period. 221 

3 Results 222 

3.1 Comparison with Observations 223 

The statistics of the comparison between the observed 10m windspeeds from the ERA5, ECOA 224 
and CARRA are shown in Table 1.  A slopesless than one indicates that the model underestimates 225 
the windspeeds and as can be seen, in all cases this is the case.  However  there is an increase in 226 
the slope with increasing model resolution, i.e. as one progresses from the ERA5 to the ECOA and 227 
then to the CARRA. With the CARRA slopes typically are on the order of 0.8 as compared to 0.44 228 
for the ERA5.  As a result, the CARRA has an improved representation of the windspeeds at the 229 
stations.  The correlation coefficient, that is a measure of the amount of the variability in the 230 
observations captured in the model, also shows an increase with increasing model resolution.  231 
However the changes are more modest suggesting a degree of linearity between the observations 232 
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and models.  The root mean square and bias errors, measures of the spread between observations 233 
and models, also decreases with increasing model resolution.  234 

There are some differences between the various locations.  Generally, the impact of resolution is 235 
most pronounced in regions with significant local topography, such as Hans Island, Qaanaq and 236 
Thule, and less pronounced in regions where topographic influences are small, such as Alert and 237 
Kitissut. At Hans Island, there is a general  improvement in the statistics when one considers the 238 
100m winds as compared to the 10m winds.  The exception is the root mean square errors that are 239 
uniformly larger at 100m as compared to 10m.  This suggests that the improvement may be partly 240 
the result of the higher windspeeds at 100m that act to remove the underestimation of the high 241 
windspeeds that is a characteristic of all the models. 242 

To provide some additional information on the representation of the winds along the strait, we 243 
present in Figure 3 and 4, the wind roses at Hans Island and Thule.  These are locations where the 244 
impact of topography is most significant.   245 

The observations at Hans Island (Fig 3a) indicate the flow is bidirectional along Kennedy Channel 246 
with a preference for northerly flow. However extreme events, windspeeds>20ms-1, occur for both 247 
directions.  ERA5 (Fig 3b) is able to represent the bidirectionality of the flow at Hans Island but, 248 
consistent with the results from Table 1, underestimates the occurrence of high windspeeds.  The 249 
ECOA (Fig 3c) and CARRA (Fig 3d) both capture the bidirectionality and have an improved 250 
representation of the occurrence of high winds at Hans Island.  However both underestimate the 251 
occurrence of high speed winds especially from the south.  252 

The observations at Thule (Fig 4a) indicates a clear preference for easterly flow with evidence that 253 
the highest speed come from the southeast. The ERA5 (Fig 4b) and ECOA (Fig 4c) both have 254 
challenges with the directionality and, consistent with the results in Table 1, the magnitude of the 255 
winds. The CARRA (Fig 4d) captures the directionality, albeit with an error in the direction and 256 
also has an improved representation of the magnitude of the wind. 257 

3.2 The Distribution of Mean and Extreme Winds in the vicinity of Nares Strait 258 

Figure 5 compares the distribution of the mean and 95th percentile 10m windspeed in the vicinity 259 
of Nares Strait.  All models have the highest mean and extreme windspeeds in the Smith Sound 260 
region with the two higher resolution models, ECOA and CARRA, having a secondary maxima 261 
along Kennedy and Robeson Channels.  The highest 95th percentile 10m windspeeds  in CARRA, 262 
in excess of 22 ms-1, occur at three locations in the vicinity of Smith Sound.  There are locations 263 
at the eastern and western limits of the sound as well as a location along the steep topography just 264 
to the east of the sound.  The CARRA, and to a lesser extent the ECOA, have a pronounced east-265 
west gradient in the mean and extreme windspeeds across Kane Basin. The lower windspeeds in 266 
the eastern section of the basin are most likely the result of sheltering by the high topography of 267 
the Washington Land peninsula (Fig 2). The ECOA also has higher mean and extreme windspeeds 268 
in in the western Kane Basin  that is absent in the CARRA and ERA5. 269 

All models also indicate that the GRiS is a region of high mean windspeeds with the ERA5 and 270 
ECOA having higher magnitudes as compared to the CARRA. Extreme windspeeds over the 271 
Greenland Ice Sheet are restricted to areas at the margin of the GrIS in the vicinity of northern 272 
Baffin Bay.  The CARRA also has a region of  high mean and extreme windspeeds along the 273 
margins of the GrIS in northwest Greenland in the vicinity of the Petermann Glacier that are not 274 
resolved by the ERA5 and ECOA.  Over Ellesmere Island, there are a number of local maxima in 275 
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the CARRA, again not resolved in the lower resolution models, that are associated with  276 
topographic features within the Prince of Wales Mountains, the Victoria and Albert Mountains 277 
and the British Empire Range.  The maximum along the western boundary of the Prince of Wales 278 
Mountains is the most pronounced.  279 

As noted in Figure 5, there are three regions in the vicinity of Smith Sound where the CARRA 95th 280 
percentile 10m windspeed was in excess of 23ms-1.   The western location is situated in the vicinity 281 
of the appropriately named Gale Point (78.2oN, 75.45oW) named  by Inglefield in 1852 who visited 282 
Smith Sound during one of the searches for Sir John Franklin (Wright, 1940). Distinct events 283 
where the CARRA 10m windspeed in the western and eastern Smith Sound region exceeded this 284 
value were identified.  The criteria that events had to be separated by at least 1 day was used.  This 285 
resulted in 49 distinct events at the western location and 45 events at the eastern location during 286 
the period January 1 2016 to December 31 2019. The sea-level pressure, 10m wind and 10m 287 
windspeed  from the ERA5, ECOA and CARRA for these events were averaged to generate a 288 
composite of the meteorological conditions associated with the extreme winds in the Smith Sound 289 
region.  Results are shown in Figure 6.  290 

Focusing on the western location (Fig 6a-c),  the high winds in all three models can be seen to be 291 
associated with a pressure gradient along the Smith Sound  that is the result of a  low-pressure 292 
center to the southwest of Nares Strait.  The along-strait pressure gradient is most resolved in the 293 
CARRA as is the associated ageostrophic flow that is largest just downstream of the narrowest 294 
section of Smith Sound. Farther downstream, there is a transition to geostrophic flow.  In the 295 
CARRA and to a lesser extent in the ECOA, there is a secondary maxima in windspeed to the east 296 
of Smith Sound that is also associated with a localized pressure gradient.   In the CARRA, there 297 
are similar secondary maxima to the west of Smith Sound.  In all instances, these secondary 298 
maxima form in regions of steep local topography (Fig 2). The CARRA composite at the eastern 299 
location (Fig 6d), has a similar structure to that at the western location (Fig 6c).  This includes a 300 
windspeed maximum in the vicinity of Gale Point.  One of the only difference between the two 301 
composites is an enhanced pressure gradient to the east of Smith Sound.  302 

3.3 Spatial Correlation of the 10m windspeeds in the vicinity of Nares Strait 303 

One-point correlation maps are a way to characterize the spatial variability in a geophysical field 304 
(Wallace & Gutzler, 1981; De Benedetti & Moore, 2020).  We apply this technique to assess the 305 
impact that model resolution has on the spatial scale over which the 10m windspeed field at various 306 
locations in the vicinity of Nares Strait is representative of winds along the strait.  In addition to 307 
the spatial distribution of the correlation field, the 0.7, 0.8 and 0.9 correlation coefficient contours 308 
are shown.  They delimit the areas where the variability in the 10m windspeed at the target location 309 
explain 49%, 64% and 81% of the variability in the 10m windspeed field (De Benedetti & Moore, 310 
2020).  311 

Figure 7 presents results for Alert, situated at the northern end of Nares Strait (Fig 2).  The ERA5 312 
one-point correlation map (Fig 7a) indicates a large region, that includes the Robeson Channel and 313 
the southern Lincoln Sea, over which the Alert 10m windspeed can explain at least 50% of the 314 
variability in the 10m windspeed field.  Both the ECOA (Fig 7b) and CARRA (Fig 7c) have 315 
reduced areas of high correlation that do not overlap with Nares Strait but with a tail extending 316 
northwards over the Lincoln Sea.    317 

Figure 8 presents the one-point correlation maps for Hans Island, situated in the middle of Nares 318 
Strait (Fig 2).  For all three models, the region of enhanced correlation is aligned with the 319 
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orientation of the Kennedy Channel.  The ERA5 map (Fig 8a) has this region overlap the 320 
topography on either side of the channel. In contrast, the CARRA map (Fig 8c) and to a lesser 321 
extent, the ECOA map (Fig 8b) have the region of enhanced correlation limited to the strait itself 322 
with gradients in correlation along either side.  In addition, the CARRA has localized regions of 323 
enhanced correlation that extend inland in the vicinity of fjords that flow into the Kennedy Channel 324 
(Fig 2). Unlike what occurred at Alert, the region with a correlation greater than 0.9 is 325 
approximately constant with resolution and extends along much of Kennedy Channel indicating 326 
that the wind field at Hans Island is representative of the flow along the extent of the channel. 327 

In Figure 9, the one-point correlation maps for the western Smith Sound windspeed maxima near 328 
Gale Point are shown. For all three models, the area of elevated correlation is confined to the 329 
western section of northern Baffin Bay to the south of Gale Point.  Across Smith Sound, all models 330 
indicate that the variability at Gale Point can explain at least 50% of the variability.  As was the 331 
case for Hans Island, the area of elevated correlation is approximately constant as a function of 332 
resolution.   As was also the case at Hans Island, the CARRA one-point correlation map includes 333 
fine-scale structure associated with the topography along the western side of Smith Sound.  334 

4 Conclusions 335 

Nares Strait is a long and narrow waterway that connects the Lincoln Sea to the northern Baffin 336 
Bay (Figure 1). As such, it represents an important conduit between the Arctic and North Atlantic 337 
Oceans.   Indeed, the strait is an important pathway along which old and thick sea ice leaves the 338 
Arctic (Kwok et al., 2010; Moore et al., 2021).  Currents along the strait also transport water from 339 
the Arctic Ocean southwards (Jackson et al., 2014). The Arctic’s largest and most productive 340 
polynya, the NOW, is situated to southern end of Nares Strait (Ingram et al., 2002). The winds that 341 
blow along the strait play an important role in modulating these exports (Samelson et al., 2006) as 342 
well as in maintaining the NOW (Barber et al., 2001). 343 

In this paper, 3 different models, the ERA5 reanalysis, the current operational analysis from the 344 
ECMWF (ECOA) as well as the Copernicus Arctic Regional Re-Analysis (CARRA), were used 345 
to characterize the mean and extreme winds in the vicinity of Nares Strait.  The models have 346 
horizontal resolutions  that vary from 30 km to 2.5 km.  The narrowness of the strait, that varies 347 
from ~40km to ~100km, can pose a challenge for models to represent its topography.  As shown 348 
in Figure 2, the ERA5 with a horizontal resolution of ~30km, and to a lesser extent the ECOA, 349 
with a horizontal resolution of ~9km, are unable to represent key characteristics of strait, including 350 
the existence of  an open waterway that connects the Lincoln Sea and northern Baffin Bay as well 351 
as the steep topography that abuts the strait.  It is only the CARRA, with a horizontal resolution of 352 
2.5km,  that is able to capture these characteristics. 353 

The winds from these datasets were compared to 5 weather stations in the vicinity of the strait.  As 354 
shown in Table 1, there is a steady improvement in the ability of the models to represent the 355 
variability in the wind field with increasing resolution. However, all models have a slope of the 356 
least-squares linear fit to the data that is less than one. This indicates that the models all 357 
underestimate the windspeed.  Averaging over the 5 weather stations, this slope increases from 358 
0.44 for the ERA5 to 0.63 for the ECOA to 0.8 for the CARRA.  This implies that, on average the 359 
windspeeds in the ERA5 are ~40% of the observed values.  In contrast, the CARRA windspeeds 360 
are ~80% of the observed values.  The correlation coefficient between the model and observations 361 
has a more modest improvement with resolution increasing from 0.72 for the ERA5 to 0.77 for the 362 
ECOA to 0.83 for the CARRA.  As a result, the ERA5 windspeeds explain ~50% of the variability 363 
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in the observed winds, while the CARRA explains ~65% of this variability.  In addition, there is a 364 
reduction in the both the root mean square and bias errors with increasing resolution.  Wind roses 365 
at Hans Island confirm the ability of the models to represent the bidirectionality of the flow along 366 
Nares Strait (Fig 3).  The Thule wind roses (Fig 4)  indicate that  all the models are challenged  367 
with representing the directionality of the observed flow with the CARRA performing best.   368 

It should be noted that in regions of complex topography, it remains a challenge to reconcile 369 
station-level data with models as a result of small scale inhomogeneity that may not represented 370 
in point observations (Dulière et al., 2011).  In this context, the improvement in the representation 371 
of the Hans Island observations with the 100m wind field  as compared to the 10m wind field 372 
(Table 1) is an example.  It is likely that this characteristic is at play at other sites.   The exception 373 
being Kitsissut which is situated at 11m asl on an island in northern Baffin Bay (Fig 2).  At this 374 
site, there is a more modest improvement in the representation of the wind field with resolution 375 
(Table 1). Given its open-ocean location, Kitisissut may represent the best-case scenario for 376 
representing the observed wind field with model data. In this context, it is clear that even for 377 
stations in regions of steep topography, it is only the CARRA that approaches this best-case 378 
scenario. 379 

The spatial variability in the mean and 95th percentile 10m windspeeds (Fig 5) show an increase in 380 
detail with increasing model resolution. All models are able to capture the maxima in the mean 381 
10m windspeed to the south of Smith Sound as well as a maxima over the GRiS.   Over the GRiS, 382 
the mean 10m windspeeds in the ERA5 and ECOA are higher than in the CARRA.  This is likely 383 
the result of differences in the parameterizations between the two underlying models, the IFS and 384 
HARMONIE-AROME.  The ERA5 is unable to represent a local maxima in the mean windspeed 385 
along Kennedy Channel that is most likely the result of its inability to represent the waterway in 386 
this region (Fig 2a).   In addition, the ECOA windspeeds in the exit region of the Kennedy Channel 387 
over northern Kane Basin are higher than those in the CARRA.  This may also be the result of 388 
differences in model parameterizations.  The ECOA and CARRA also have a gradient in the mean 389 
10m windspeeds across Kane Basin that is most likely associated with the representation of the 390 
topography of the Washington Land peninsula situated to the north of the eastern Kane Basin.  In 391 
addition, the CARRA has fine scale structure in the mean 10m windspeed over both Ellesmere 392 
Island as well as over Greenland.  This is likely the result of the high spatial resolution of the model 393 
as compared to the ERA5 and ECOA as well as its non-hydrostatic nature. 394 

The 95th percentile 10m windspeeds have a similar structure and dependence on model resolution 395 
as was the case for the  mean 10m windspeed. Amongst the differences is a restriction of the 396 
maxima over the GRiS to the region to the east of northern Baffin Bay.  There is evidence that 397 
extreme winds in this region are associated with extra-tropical cyclones over northern Baffin Bay 398 
(Moore, 2016) and their inability to move farther north maybe the cause for the more limited region 399 
of extreme windspeeds.  The CARRA also has a maxima in the 95th percentile 10m windspeeds in 400 
the vicinity of the Petermann Glacier in northwest Greenland that may be associated with katabatic 401 
winds in the region that are accelerated by channeling as they flow down the fjord.  High winds in 402 
this region have been suggested to be associated with calving events (Falkner et al., 2011).  In 403 
addition, the CARRA has isolated maxima across Ellesmere Island that are tied to topographic 404 
features.  The most pronounced is an extended maxima along 82oW from 76oN to 79oN that is 405 
aligned with steep topography on the western limit of the Prince of Wales Mountains (Fig 2).  The 406 
high winds in the region may be associated with downslope wind storms  (Smith, 1985). 407 
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The highest 95th percentile windspeeds occur in the vicinity of Smith Sound where CARRA 408 
identified three regions; one at the western limit of the sound, one at the eastern limit of the sound 409 
as well as one associated with steep topography to the east of the sound, where they were in excess 410 
of 22 ms-1 (Fig 5f). Composites of the sea-level pressure, 10m windspeed and 10m winds for these 411 
events were calculated for each of the three models (Fig 6).  The composites show that extreme 412 
winds in the Smith Sound region are associated with extra-tropical cyclone situated to the 413 
southeast.  In the vicinity of Smith Sound, there is an along-strait pressure gradient with 414 
ageostrophic flow being responsible for the high windspeeds.  Downstream over northern Baffin 415 
Bay, the flow becomes geostrophic.  The representation of this along-strait pressure gradient 416 
improves increasing model resolution as do the highest 10m windspeeds that occur at the exit of 417 
Smith Sound.  This is consistent with observations and models of gap flow in other parts of the 418 
world  such as the Columbia Gorge in the Pacific Northwest (Sharp & Mass, 2004). 419 

The CARRA captures isolated maxima in the composite 10m windspeed field along both the 420 
western and eastern regions of Smith Sound.  The western maxima is more pronounced in the 421 
composite for both the western and eastern regions of Smith Sound (Fig 6c&d).  This western 422 
maxima is associated with a small-scale trough in the sea-level pressure field that has a similar 423 
structure to that associated with the ‘corner jets’ that form downwind of Cape Tobin in southeast 424 
Greenland (Petersen et al., 2009; Moore et al., 2016) as well as Capes Navarin and Olyutorsky 425 
along the Siberian coast of the northern Bering Sea (Moore & Pickart, 2012). Corner jets are the 426 
result of ageostrophic acceleration to the left of the topographic barrier (Godske, 1957; Barstad & 427 
Grønås, 2005).  428 

Heinemann (2018) used a research aircraft to observe gap flow in  Smith Sound.  Flights were 429 
made along strait to observed the structure of the flow during June 2010.  The gap flow was shown 430 
to be associated with a low-level jet with a jet core at a height of 100-200m asl. Maximum 431 
windspeeds on the order of 40ms-1 occurred 20-50km downstream of Smith Sound. In the across-432 
front direction there was evidence of higher windspeeds to the west of the sound’s centerline that 433 
is consistent with the presence of the corner jet identified in this paper. 434 

The one-point correlation maps of the 10m windspeed can be used to identify the spatial extent 435 
over which the wind field at a given point provided information on the variability in this field.  436 
Results for Alert (Fig 7) show a strong dependence with model resolution and indicate that data 437 
from this station is only weakly correlated (correlation less than 0.7) with winds along Nares Strait. 438 
In contrast, the one-point correlation maps for Hans Island (Fig 8) and for Gale Point (Fig 9), near 439 
the location of the Smith Sound corner jet, are similar in extent with changing resolution.  The 440 
CARRA does however have finer-scale structure, related to topography, that is absent in the ERA5 441 
and ECOA.  442 

The results presented here are consistent with previous studies (Samelson & Barbour, 2008; Moore 443 
& Våge, 2018; Kohnemann & Heinemann, 2021; Moore, 2021) that indicate that the representation 444 
of the flow along Nares Strait requires models with sufficient horizontal resolution to represent the 445 
ageostrophic processes that are the result of the narrowness of the strait and the steep topography 446 
that abuts it on both the Ellesmere Island and Greenland sides.  Consistent with the results of 447 
Moore (2021),  the ERA5 with a horizontal resolution of ~30km is unable to represent the 448 
topography of the region (Fig 2) and underestimates both the mean and extreme wind conditions 449 
at the stations in the vicinity of the strait (Table 1 and Fig 3&4) as well as the wind field along the 450 
strait (Fig 5&6).   There are also improvements in the representation of the wind climate in the 451 
vicinity of Nares Strait  in the CARRA as compared to the ECOA.  As demonstrated by the Alert 452 
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one-point correlation map (Fig 7), proximity does not necessarily imply that a station’s wind 453 
climate is representative of conditions along the strait.  Sites situated within the strait itself, such 454 
as Hans Island (Fig 8), are more representative of conditions.  This is presumably the result of the 455 
channeling of the wind along the strait that constrain the flow. 456 

These results suggest that care must be taken when interpreting studies that use the ERA5 457 
reanalysis to characterize the wind field’s role in ice motion along the strait (Shokr et al., 2020; 458 
Kirillov et al., 2021).  In particular, the ERA5’s underestimation of both mean and extreme 459 
windspeeds along the strait is cause for concern as is its inability to represent features such as the 460 
gradient in windspeed across Kane Basin. Ice-ocean models of the Nares Strait region that are 461 
forced by atmospheric datasets with a resolution comparable to the ERA5 (Dumont et al., 2010; 462 
Grivault et al., 2018) may also have these biases. 463 
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 479 
Figure Captions 480 

Figure 1) Topography (km) from the western domain of the Copernicus Arctic Regional 481 
Reanalysis.  The Nares Strait region is indicated by the white polygon. The locations of the 482 
Lincoln Sea (LS), Ellesmere Island (EI), Nares Strait (NS) and northern Baffin Bay (NBB) are 483 
indicated. 484 

Figure 2) Topography (km) of the Nares Strait region as represented in the: a) GEBCO DEM; b) 485 
ERA5, c) ECOA and d) CARRA. In a) the abbreviations for locations along the strait are: 486 
northern Baffin Bay (NBB);  Smith Sound (SS); Kennedy Channel (KC); Hall Basin (HB); 487 
Robeson Channel (RC), Washington Land (WL)  and the Petermann Glacier (PG). Regions of 488 
high topography on Ellesmere Island, the Prince of William Mountains (PWM); the Victoria and 489 
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Albert Mountains (VAM) and the British Empire Range (BER) are indicated. In b)-d), the 490 
locations of AWS sites in the region are indicated. 491 

Figure 3) The wind rose at Hans Island as represented in the 6-hourly: a) AWS observations; b) 492 
ERA5; c) ECOA and d) CARRA. The 10m winds were used to generate the ERA5, ECOA and 493 
CARRA wind roses. Data from  January 1 2016-December 31 2019 excluding May-July 2016 494 
was used. 495 

Figure 4) The wind rose at Thule as represented in the 6-hourly: a) AWS observations; b) 496 
ERA5; c) ECOA and d) CARRA. The 10m winds were used to generate the ERA5, ECOA and 497 
CARRA wind roses. Data from  January 1 2016-December 31 2019. 498 

Figure 5) Mean and extreme 10m windspeed (m/s) for the Nares Strait region. The mean 499 
windspeed as represented in the:  a) ERA5 ; b) ECOA and c) CARRA.   The 95th percentile  500 
windspeed as represented in the:  d) ERA5 ; e) ECOA and f) CARRA. In  a)-c), the contour 501 
represents the 6 m/s isocontour.  In d)-f), the contours represent the  14 and 22 m/s isocontours. 502 
Data from  January 1 2016-December 31 2019.  503 

Figure 6)  The composite sea-level pressure (contours-mb), the 10m wind (vectors-m/s) and  the 504 
10 m windspeed (shading-m/s) for  events where the CARRA 10m windspeed  exceeded the 95th 505 
percentile value at the western Smith Sound location (‘+’) or at the eastern Smith Sound location 506 
(*).  Results are shown for the:  a) ERA5 at the western Smith Sound location ; b) ECOA at the 507 
western Smith Sound location; c) CARRA at the western Smith Sound location and d) ) CARRA 508 
at the eastern Smith Sound location.   In c) and d), the white contour represents the 23 m/s 509 
isocontour. Data from  January 1 2016-December 31  2019.  510 

Figure 7)  One-point correlation maps showing the correlation between the 10m windspeed at 511 
Alert and at other gridpoints as represented in the:  a) ERA5 ; b) ECOA and c) CARRA.  Data 512 
from  January 1 2016-December 31 2019.  513 

Figure 8)  One-point correlation maps showing the correlation between the 10m windspeed at 514 
Hans Island and at other gridpoints as represented in the:  a) ERA5 ; b) ECOA and c) CARRA.  515 
Data from  January 1 2016-December 31 2019.  516 

Figure 9)  One-point correlation maps showing the correlation between the 10m windspeed at 517 
western Smith Sound 95th percentile windspeed maxima  and at other gridpoints as represented 518 
in the:  a) ERA5 ; b) ECOA and c) CARRA.    Data from  January 1 2016-December 31 2019.  519 

Table 1. Statistics of the comparison of the observed and model windspeeds along Nares Strait. 520 
For Hans Island, the comparison is also made for the 100m winds. For the bias error, the root 521 
mean square error is shown. Data from  January 1 2016-December 31 2019.  522 

 523 
 524 
 525 
 526 
 527 

 528 
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Slope Correlation Coefficient Root Mean Square Error Bias Error  
ERA5 ECOA CARRA ERA5 ECOA CARRA ERA5 ECOA CARRA ERA5 ECOA CARRA 

Alert 0.38 0.52 0.70 0.75 0.76 0.82 2.64 2.39 2.12 -0.63 0.07 0.12 
Hans Island 0.36 0.77 0.81 0.77 0.87 0.87 4.21 2.15 2.19 -2.84 -0.01 -0.41 
Hans Island 
100m 

0.51 0.98 0.96 0.75 0.87 0.96 3.11 3.36 3.34 -1.04 2.28 2.16 

Kitisissut 0.75 0.76 0.80 0.77 0.80 0.82 2.58 2.43 2.27 0.26 0.52 -0.15 
Qaanaaq 0.22 0.34 0.79 0.54 0.59 0.76 2.66 2.44 2.23 -0.62 -0.16 0.50 
Thule 0.43 0.43 0.75 0.73 0.71 0.74 2.44 3.01 2.55 -1.00 -1.95 -1.02 
mean* 0.44 0.63 0.80 0.72 0.77 0.83 2.94 2.63 2.45 1.35 1.25 1.01 

Table 1. Statistics of the comparison of the observed and model wind speeds along Nares Strait. For Hans Island, the comparison is 
also made for the 100m winds. For the bias error, the root mean square error is shown. Data from  January 1 2016-December 31 2019.  
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Figure 1) Topography (km) from the western domain of the Copernicus Arctic Regional Reanalysis.  The Nares 
Strait region is indicated by the white polygon. The locations of the Lincoln Sea (LS), Ellesmere Island (EI), Na-
res Strait (NS) and northern Baffin Bay (NBB) are indicated.



Figure 2) Topography (km) of the Nares Strait region as represented in the: a) GEBCO DEM; b) ERA5, c) ECOA 
and d) CARRA. In a) the abbreviations for locations along the strait are: northern Baffin Bay (NBB);  Smith 
Sound (SS); Kennedy Channel (KC); Hall Basin (HB); Robeson Channel (RC), Washington Land (WL)  and 
the Petermann Glacier (PG). Regions of high topography on Ellesmere Island, the Prince of William Mountains 
(PWM); the Victoria and Albert Mountains (VAM) and the British Empire Range (BER) are indicated. In b)-d), 
the locations of AWS sites in the region are indicated.
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Figure 3) The wind rose at Hans Island as represented in the 6-hourly: a) AWS observations; b) ERA5; c) ECOA 
and d) CARRA. The 10m winds were used to generate the ERA5, ECOA and CARRA wind roses. Data from  
January 1 2016-December 31 2019 excluding May-July 2016 was used.
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Figure 4) The wind rose at Thule as represented in the 6-hourly: a) AWS observations; b) ERA5; c) ECOA and d) 
CARRA. The 10m winds were used to generate the ERA5, ECOA and CARRA wind roses. Data from  January 
1 2016-December 31 2019.



Figure 5) Mean and extreme 10m wind speed (m/s) for the Nares Strait region. The mean wind speed as repre-
sented in the:  a) ERA5 ; b) ECOA and c) CARRA.   The 95th percentile  wind speed as represented in the:  d) 
ERA5 ; e) ECOA and f) CARRA. In  a)-c), the contour represents the 6 m/s isocontour.  In d)-f), the contours 
represent the  14 and 22 m/s isocontours. Data from  January 1 2016-December 31 2019. 
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Figure 6)  The composite sea-level pressure (contours-mb), the 10m wind (vectors-m/s) and  the 10 m wind 
speed (shading-m/s) for  events where the CARRA 10m wind speed  exceeded the 95th percentile value at the 
western Smith Sound location (‘+’) or at the eastern Smith Sound location (*).  Results are shown for the:  a) 
ERA5 at the western Smith Sound location ; b) ECOA at the western Smith Sound location; c) CARRA at the 
western Smith Sound location and d) ) CARRA at the eastern Smith Sound location.   In c) and d), the white 
contour represents the 23 m/s isocontour. Data from  January 1 2016-December 31  2019. 
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Figure 7)  One-point correlation maps showing the correlation between the 10m wind speed at Alert and at other 
gridpoints as represented in the:  a) ERA5 ; b) ECOA and c) CARRA.  Data from  January 1 2016-December 31 
2019. 
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Figure 8)  One-point correlation maps showing the correlation between the 10m wind speed at Hans Island and 
at other gridpoints as represented in the:  a) ERA5 ; b) ECOA and c) CARRA.  Data from  January 1 2016-De-
cember 31 2019. 



Figure 9)  One-point correlation maps showing the correlation between the 10m wind speed at western Smith 
Sound 95th percentile wind speed maxima  and at other gridpoints as represented in the:  a) ERA5 ; b) ECOA 
and c) CARRA.    Data from  January 1 2016-December 31 2019. 
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